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starting skating stopping passing checking stickhandling moves shooting

september

open body
side crossover
bkwds cross-
over

tight turns
360 ‘s
pivots

hockey stop

forehand
backhand
receive forhand, pass
from backhand

september
body checks,  
shoulder

in motion
   in front of body
   forehand side
   backhand side

shoulder fake
double shoulder fake

snap shot

october

open body
side crossover
bkwds cross-
over

360 pivots
push A partner
pull A partner

hockey stop
bkwds V stop

one touch october body, shoulder triangles, u drags
fake pass
fake pass into spin o rama

slap shot
deflections

November explosive starts
overspeed pivots
bkwds crossovers
pivots

hockey stop
bkwds V stop

drop pass
saucer pass

November Angling
over/under in motion
triangles

toe drag into pass
toe drag into fake
   pass

one timer
roof it

december open And side
forwards Agility
bkwds -Jumps on one foot
bkwds Agility, pivots crossovers

hockey stop
bkwds V stop

drop pass
saucer pass
cycling

december
1 Vs. 1 out of 
corner

use skates
shouLder fake
into over/under

one timer

January
open And side
explosive

360 pivots bkwds 2 foot stop

one touch to A 
player in motion
cycling
board pass

January Angling puck protection
toe drag into pass
toe drag into fake pass

one timer
roof it

february
obstacles, pivots
crossoves 
Agility crossovers

hockey stop
bkwds 2 foot stop

saucer
backhand And fore-
hand

february
toe drags
triangles
u drags All in motion

double shoulder
into over/under

one timer
deflections And 
rebounds

open And side
explosive

SeaSon progreSSion
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X
starting skating stopping passing checking stickhandling moves shooting

september

open body
side crossover
bkwds cross-
over

tight turns
360 ‘s
pivots

hockey stop

forehand
backhand
receive forhand, pass
from backhand

september
body checks,  
shoulder

in motion
   in front of body
   forehand side
   backhand side

shoulder fake
double shoulder fake

snap shot

october

open body
side crossover
bkwds cross-
over

360 pivots
push A partner
pull A partner

hockey stop
bkwds V stop

one touch october body, shoulder triangles, u drags
fake pass
fake pass into spin o rama

slap shot
deflections

November explosive starts
overspeed pivots
bkwds crossovers
pivots

hockey stop
bkwds V stop

drop pass
saucer pass

November Angling
over/under in motion
triangles

toe drag into pass
toe drag into fake
   pass

one timer
roof it

december open And side
forwards Agility
bkwds -Jumps on one foot
bkwds Agility, pivots crossovers

hockey stop
bkwds V stop

drop pass
saucer pass
cycling

december
1 Vs. 1 out of 
corner

use skates
shouLder fake
into over/under

one timer

January
open And side
explosive

360 pivots bkwds 2 foot stop

one touch to A 
player in motion
cycling
board pass

January Angling puck protection
toe drag into pass
toe drag into fake pass

one timer
roof it

february
obstacles, pivots
crossoves 
Agility crossovers

hockey stop
bkwds 2 foot stop

saucer
backhand And fore-
hand

february
toe drags
triangles
u drags All in motion

double shoulder
into over/under

one timer
deflections And 
rebounds

open And side
explosive


